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INSTRUCTIONS FOR KING KOOKER® STRAINER RACK
For Use With Up to a 160 Qt. King Kooker® Boiling Pot.

CAUTION - This strainer rack is designed for and should be used only with King Kooker® Boiling Pots 
                    and Baskets. The use of this strainer rack requires the attendance of at least two adults to
                    properly lift the basket and place the strainer rack onto the top of the pot (at least one adult to 
                    lift the basket and one adult to properly place the strainer rack.) The use of the strainer rack
                    is designed to allow the liquid from the basket to drain into the pot. Wear proper clothing and 
                    footwear at all times.

IMPORTANT - Before cooking begins, use the empty pot and basket when reading and understanding the
                        following instructions to ensure proper placement and use of the strainer rack.  

1. Always turn OFF the outdoor cooker before removing the basket from the pot. Use dry oven mitts for
    protection from hot surfaces and avoid the hot steam being emitted from the basket and pot during removal.
    Carefuly remove the basket from the pot. Avoid steam and the liquid draining from the basket, which will be 
    extremely hot. 

2. When the straining basket has been removed from the pot, place the strainer rack across the center of the top
    of the pot. Avoid coming in contact with steam and hot liquid which will be draining from the basket. Spread
    the strainer rack and make sure that the extensions are placed evenly over the boiling pot. 

3. Before placing the basket on the strainer rack, make sure that the curved ridges at the end of each extension
    fit securely over the “lip” of the pot (see illustration below.) When properly installed, the strainer rack will be in 
    the shape of a “V” evenly across the center of the pot.

CAUTION - Do not place the basket on the strainer rack unless the ridges fit securely on the pot.

4. The strainer rack must be placed so that it provides a steady base on which to set the basket for draining.
    Carefully set the basket onto the strainer rack and make sure it is fully supported and level before releasing
     the weight of the basket. Refer to the picture below for proper placement. 

CAUTION - Keep children, pets and unauthorized persons away from the appliance and draining
                   basket at all times.

IMPORTANT - These instructions apply only to using the King Kooker® Strainer Rack. Refer to the 
manufacturer’s instruction manual for detailed directions and safety precautions when using any outdoor 
cookers. Read and understand the entire manual before using any outdoor cooking products.

If you have any questions, please contact us at (800)783-3885 between 
7:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. (CST) Mon - Fri


